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NETWORKS OF HYBRID OPEN SYSTEMS
EUGENE LERMAN AND JAMES SCHMIDT
Abstract. We generalize the results of [L2] to the setting of hybrid systems. In partic-
ular we introduce the notions of hybrid open systems, their networks and maps between
networks. A network of systems is a blueprint for building a larger system out of smaller
subsystems by specifying a pattern of interactions between subsystems — an interconnec-
tion map. Maps between networks allow us to produce maps between complex hybrid
dynamical systems by specifying maps between their subsystems.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we generalize the results of [L2] to the setting of hybrid systems. In par-
ticular we introduce the notions of hybrid open systems, their networks and maps between
networks. A network of systems is a blueprint for building a larger system out of smaller
subsystems by specifying a pattern of interactions between subsystems — an interconnection
map. Maps between networks allow us to produce maps between complex hybrid dynamical
systems by specifying maps between their subsystems. The framework of [L2] was developed
to connect two rather different views of networks of continuous time systems — “networks
are morphisms in colored operads” of Spivak and collaborators [Sp, VSL] on one hand and
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2 EUGENE LERMAN AND JAMES SCHMIDT
the coupled cell network formalism of Golubitsky, Stewart and their collaborators (see [GS]
and references therein) and its subsequent generalizations [DL1, DL2]. By generalizing the
results of [L2] we bring the operadic point of view to hybrid systems and, at the same time,
generalize coupled cell network formalism to hybrid dynamical systems.
To carry out our program we need to develop an appropriate framework. The first
step is to introduce the notion of a hybrid phase space (Definition 4.7) and its underlying
manifold with corners. In this way a hybrid dynamical system is a pair (a,X) where a is
a hybrid phase space and X is a vector field on the underlying manifold U(a). We then
define maps of hybrid phase spaces thereby making hybrid phase spaces and their maps
into a category HyPh. We show the category of hybrid phase spaces has finite products
and that the assignment of the underlying manifold to a hybrid phase space extends to a
product-preserving functor
U : HyPh→ Man
where Man denotes the category of manifolds with corners (see Appendix A).
The construction of the category HyPh and the underling manifold functor U allows us
construct the category HyDS of hybrid dynamical systems as a “category of elements” for
a functor with values in the category RelVect of vector spaces and linear relations (see
Section 3). We provide evidence that the machine we have built so far makes sense by ob-
serving that executions of hybrid dynamical systems are maps of hybrid dynamical systems
and therefore are morphisms in the category HyDS (Definition 4.16 and Remark 4.17). We
prove that maps of hybrid dynamical systems send executions to executions (Theorem 4.18)
thereby providing another sanity check on our theory building.
We single out a class of maps between hybrid phase spaces that we call hybrid surjective
submersions by requiring that the corresponding maps of underlying manifolds are surjective
submersions. We organize hybrid surjective submersions into a category HySSub (Defini-
tion 5.1). Our motivation for introducing this category is the following.
The underlying manifold functor U extends to a functor U : HySSub→ SSub where SSub
is the category of surjective submersions of manifolds with corners (Notation 2.23). Recall
that for every surjective submersion a = atot
pa−→ ast (ast is the manifolds of states, atot is
the space of states and controls and pa is the surjective submersion) there corresponds a
vector space Crl(a) of all control systems on a (Definition 2.31 and Notation 2.33). The
assignment a 7→ Crl(a) extends to a RelVect-valued functor Crl. We therefore have the
category of elements OS :=
∫
SSub Crl of open (control) systems. The category of elements
of the composite functor Crl ◦ U : HySSub → RelVect is a category of hybrid open systems
HyOS. In particular a hybrid open system is a pair (a, F ) where a = atot
pa−→ ast is a hybrid
surjective submersion and F : U(atot)
U(pa)−−−→ TU(ast) is a control system. While hybrid open
systems are certainly known, we believe that our definition of the category HyOS is new.
For other category-theoretic approaches to hybrid open systems see [A], [TPL] and [LS].
As was observed in [L2] it is useful to organize surjective submersions into a double
category SSub (double categories are reviewed in Subsection 2.2). The second kind of 1-
arrows in SSub are interconnection morphisms: see Definition 2.21, the subsequent remark
and Example 2.38. Roughly speaking these morphisms describe the effect on open systems
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of plugging state variables into controls. The functor Crl : SSub → RelVect extends to a
functor of double categories Crl : SSub → RelVect where RelVect is the double category
of vector spaces, linear maps and linear relations. We then use the forgetful functor U :
HySSub → SSub to turn hybrid surjective submersions into a double category HySSub
and to define interconnection maps of hybrid surjective submersions. As a sanity check we
show that a hybrid dynamical system whose underlying hybrid phase space is a product of
two hybrid phase spaces can be obtained by interconnecting two hybrid open systems (see
Example 5.9).
At this point we are almost done with building the machinery. We define a network
of hybrid open systems to be a pair ({ax}x∈X , ψ : b →
∏
x∈X ax) where {ax}x∈X is a
collection of hybrid surjective submersions indexed by a finite set X and ψ : b → ∏x∈X is
an interconnection map (Definition 6.7). We then define maps of networks of hybrid open
systems (Definition 6.8), which parallels the definition of maps of networks of continuous
time open systems in [L2]. The definition consists of a list of compatible data. In more detail
a map from a network ({ax}x∈X , ψ : b→
∏
x∈X ax) to a network ({dy}y∈Y , ν : c→
∏
y∈Y dy)
consists of a map of finite sets ϕ : X → Y , a collection {Φx : dϕ(x) → ax}x∈X of maps of
hybrid surjective submersions and another map f : c→ b of hybrid surjective submersions
which is compatible with ϕ, Φ = {Φx}x∈X , ψ and ν in an appropriate sense.
The main result of this paper (Theorem 6.19) can be roughly phrased as follows. Recall
that the functor Crl : SSub→ RelVect assigns to a map h : p→ q of surjective submersions
a linear relation Crl(h) ⊂ Crl(p)× Crl(q).
Let
(
(ϕ,Φ), f
)
: ({ax}x∈X , ψ : b →
∏
x∈X ax) → ({dy}y∈Y , ν : c →
∏
y∈Y dy) be a
map of networks of hybrid open systems. The theorem asserts that for any choice {wx ∈
Crl(U(ax))}x∈X , {uy ∈ Crl(U(dy))}y∈Y of control systems so that uϕ(x) is U(Φx)-related to
wx for all x ∈ X we get a map
f : (c, ν∗(
∏
uy))→ (b, ψ∗(
∏
x∈X
wx))
of hybrid open systems. Here ν∗ : Crl(U(
∏
y∈Y dy))→ Crl(U(c)) and ψ∗ : Crl(U(
∏
x∈X ax))→
Crl(U(b)) are linear maps induced by the interconnection maps ν and ψ respectively. In other
words, compatible patterns of interconnection of hybrid open systems give rise to maps of
hybrid open systems. In the case where the two interconnections result in closed systems f
a map of hybrid dynamical systems.
Related work. We will not attempt to survey all the work done on hybrid dynamical
systems. The area is vast with most work being carried out by engineers. As far as we
know the use of category theory in hybrid systems is rather limited. We note the work of
Ames in his thesis [A] and in a number of subsequent publications. Other notable papers
are by Tabuada, Pappas and Lima[TPL] and by Lorenco and Sernadas[LS].
Acknowledgments: E. L. thanks Sayan Mitra for many hours of conversations. E. L. also
thanks Michael Warren for some useful discussions.
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2. Background
2.1. Relations and linear relations.
We start by setting our notation for relations and their compositions. We view a relation
X
R−→ Y from a set X to a set Y as a generalization of the notion of a function from X to Y .
It also generalizes the notion of a partial function from X to Y . The following definitions
are standard.
Definition 2.1. We define a relation R : X → Y from a set X to a set Y to be a subset of
the product X × Y . The composition of relations (Z S←− Y ) ◦ (Y R←− X) is defined by
S ◦R := {(x, z) ∈ X × Z | there exists y ∈ Y with (y, z) ∈ S, (x, y) ∈ R}. (2.2)
A relation Y
R←− X is a function if for any x ∈ X the intersection ({x}×Y )∩R is a singleton.
In other words we identify a function Y
f←− X with its graph Graph(f) := {(x, y) ∈ X × Y |
y = f(x)}. A relation Y R←− X is a partial function if for any x ∈ X the intersection
({x} × Y ) ∩R is either empty or a single point (and so defines a function from a subset of
X to Y ).
Definition 2.3 (The 2-category RelSet). Sets and relations form a 2-category RelSet: the
objects of RelSet are sets, the 1-arrows are relations with composition defined by (2.2). A
2-arrow from a relation Y
R←− X to a relation Y R′←− X is the inclusion R ↪→ R′.
Definition 2.4 (The 2-category RelVect). Vector spaces and linear relations form a 2-
category RelVect: the objects of RelSet are sets, a 1-arrow W
R←− V is a linear subspace R
of W × V , that is, a linear relation. The composition of linear relations is defined by (2.2),
that is, it is defined exactly the same way as the composition of set-theoretic relations. A
2-arrow from a linear relation W
R←− V to a linear relation W R′←− V is the (linear) inclusion
R ↪→ R′.
The following definition is standard for morphisms in RelSet. It works equally well in
RelVect.
Definition 2.5. Given a linear relationR : V →W its transpose is the relationRT : W → V
defined by
RT = {(v, w) ∈ V ×W | (w, v) ∈ R}.
Remark 2.6. More generally given a regular category D there exists a 2-category of re-
lations Rel(D). The categories Set of sets and Vect of vector spaces are regular. The
2-categories RelSet and RelVect are Rel(Set) and Rel(Vect), respectively. Since Set and Vect
are the only two regular categories we need, we will not go into any further details about
regular categories and their corresponding 2-categories of relations.
2.2. Double categories.
The 2-category RelVect is the horizontal 2-category of a double category RelVect defined
below. To define RelVect we need to recall the notion of a double category which is due to
Charles Ehresmann. These are categories which may be defined as categories internal to the
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category CAT of categories [BMM, Sh1, Sh2] (we notationally distinquish between the 2-
category CAT of not necessarily small categories and the 2-category Cat of small categories).
Double categories, double functors and vertical transformations will get a fair amount of
use in this paper.
Definition 2.7 (Double category). A double category D consists of two categories D1 (of
arrows) and D0 (of objects) together with four structure functors:
s, t : D1 → D0 (source and target), u : D0 → D1 (unit)
m : D1 ×s,D0,t D1 → D1, ( α⇐=,
β⇐=) 7→ m( α⇐=, β⇐=) =: α ∗ β (multiplication/composition)
so that
s ◦ u = idD0 = t ◦ u,
s(α ∗ β) = s(β), t(α ∗ β) = t(α),
(α ∗ β) ∗ γ = α ∗ (β ∗ γ),
α ∗ u(s(α)) = α and u(t(α)) ∗ α = α
for all arrows α, β, γ of D1.
Remark 2.8. There are weaker notions of double categories such as pseudo-double cate-
gories. We won’t use them in this paper. The reader should be warned that pseudo-double
categories are often referred to as double categories.
Notation 2.9. Let D be a double category. We call the objects of the category D0 0-cells
or objects and the morphisms of D0 the “vertical” 1-morphisms. We call the objects of the
category D1 “horizontal” 1-cells (or the “horizontal” 1-morphisms). A morphism α : µ⇒ ν
of D1 with s(α) = (a
f−→ b) and t(α) = (c g−→ d) is a 2-morphism or a 2-cell (we will use the
two terms interchangeably). We may depict such a 2-cell as
c a
d b
µoo
ν
oo
g

f

α

(2.10)
with the arrows of D0 drawn vertically, the objects of D1 drawn as horizontal arrows and
the 2-cell α drawn as a double arrow from µ to ν. Note that (2.10) is not necessarily a
2-commuting diagram in some 2-category.
Remark 2.11. Equivalently one can define a (strict) double category D as consisting of
“tiles” or “squares” that can be composed by either stacking the squares vertically or hori-
zontally. The vertical composition of squares correspond to the composition of morphisms
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in D1. The horizontal composition of squares corresponds to the functor m. Given 4 com-
posable squares
• • •
• • •
• • •
oo oo
oo oo
  
  
oo oo
we can first compose them vertically in pairs and then compose them horizontally or the
other way around. Since m : D1 ×D0 D1 → D1 is a functor, the results are equal.
This suggests that a double category D may also be viewed as a category in CAT whose
category of objects D′0 has the objects of D1 as arrows (with the composition defined by the
functor m). The category of arrows D′1 has the arrows of D0 as objects (and the squares
of D as morphisms now composed horizontally). That is, we may take the directed tiles of
the double category D and reflect them along the southwest – northeast diagonal. For this
reason “horizontal” and “vertical” terminology of double categories is somewhat arbitrary:
presenting a double category as a category internal to CAT hides this reflection symmetry.
Definition 2.12 (Horizontal 2-category of a double category). Associated to a double
category D there is a horizontal 2-category H(D) whose objects are the objects of D, 1-
arrows are the horizontal morphisms of D and 2-arrows are the 2-cells of D of the form
c a
c a
µoo
ν
oo
id

id

α

(2.13)
Definition 2.14. 2-cells in a double category D of the form (2.13) are called globular.
Remark 2.15. Since a globular 2-cell is a 2-arrow in the horizontal category H(D) we may
picture it as c a
ν
dd
µ
zz
α .
In this paper we will use a number of double categories. We start by defining the double
category of manifolds with corners, smooth maps and set-theoretic relations (cf. [L1, Defi-
nition 3.9k]). The definition of the category Man of manifolds with corners is reviewed in
Appendix A. The reader should be aware that there is a number of incompatible definitions
of smooth maps between manifolds with corners. The definition we use is probably the least
restrictive.
Definition 2.16 (The double category RelMan). The objects of the double category
RelMan are manifolds with corners. The vertical arrows are the smooth maps. Thus the
category of objects (RelMan)0 is the category Man of manifolds with corners and smooth
maps. A horizontal arrow µ : M → N is a set-theoretic relation µ from M to N , that is a
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subset of M × N (cf. Definition 2.1). A 2-cell α from a relation µ : M → N to a relation
ν : P → Q is a pair of smooth maps (g : M → P, f : N → Q) so that
(g × f)(µ) ⊂ ν.
The composition in the arrows category (RelMan)1 is given by composing pairs of maps:
(τ
(k,l)←−− ν) ◦ (ν (g,f)←−−− µ) = τ (k◦g,l◦f)←−−−−− µ.
The functor
m : (RelMan)1 ×s,(RelMan)0,t (RelMan)1 → (RelMan)1
is defined by composing relations:
m
(
(ν ′
(h,g)←−−− µ′, ν (g,f)←−−− R
)
:= (ν ′ ◦ ν (h,f)←−−− µ′ ◦ µ).
Remark 2.17. The horizontal category H(RelMan) is the 2-category RelMan of manifolds
with corners, arbitrary (i.e., not necessarily smoooth) relations and inclusions of relations.
The double category RelVect of vector spaces, linear maps and linear relations is defined
analogously to the definition of RelMan. More formally we have:
Definition 2.18 (The double category RelVect). The objects of the double category
RelVect are (real) vector spaces. The vertical arrows are linear maps. Thus the category
(RelVect)0 of objects is the category Vect of vector spaces and linear maps. A horizontal
arrow µ : V →W is a linear relation µ from a vector space V to a vector space W , which is
a vector subspace of V ×W . A 2-cell α from a relation µ : V →W to a relation ν : X → Y
is a pair of linear maps (g : V → X, f : W → Y ) so that
(g × f)(µ) ⊂ ν.
The composition in the category (RelVect)1 of arrows is given by composing pairs of maps:
(τ
(k,l)←−− ν) ◦ (ν (g,f)←−−− µ) = τ (k◦g,l◦f)←−−−−− µ.
The functor
m : (RelVect)1 ×s,(RelMan)0,t (RelVect)1 → (RelMan)1
is defined by composing relations:
m
(
(ν ′
(h,g)←−−− µ′, ν (g,f)←−−− R
)
:= (ν ′ ◦ ν (h,f)←−−− µ′ ◦ µ).
Remark 2.19. It is easy to see that the horizontal category H(RelVect) is the 2-category
RelVect of vector spaces, linear relations and inclusions (Definition 2.4).
We will also need the double category SSub of surjective submersions which was intro-
duced in [L2]. To state the definition of SSub it will be convenient to first recall the notion
of a map between two surjective submersions and also the notion of an interconnection
morphism. We first introduce some notation which is motivated by control theory.
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Notation 2.20. It will be convenient to denote a surjective submersion of manifolds with
corners by a single letter. Thus a surjective submersion a consists of two manifolds with
corners atot (the “total space”), ast (the “state space”) and a surjective submersion pa :
atot → ast. We write a = (atot pa−→ ast).
Definition 2.21. A morphism of surjective submersions f : a → b is a pair of maps ftot :
atot → btot, fst : ast → bst of manifolds with corners so that the diagram
btot atot
bst ast
ftotoo
pb
oo
pa

fst

commutes.
A morphism of surjective submersions f : a → b is an interconnection morphism if
fst : ast → bst is a diffeomorphism.
Remark 2.22. A motivation for the terminology of Definition 2.21 is discussed in [L2]. See
also Example 2.38 below.
Notation 2.23. Surjective submersions and their morphisms form a category which we
denote by SSub. It is a subcategory of the category of arrows of Man, the category of
manifolds with corners and smooth maps.
Surjective submersions and interconnection morphisms form a subcategory of SSub. We
denote it by SSubint.
Definition 2.24 (The double category SSub of surjective submersions). The objects
of the double category SSub are surjective submersions. The horizontal 1-morphisms
are maps/morphisms of surjective submersions (Definition 2.21 above). The vertical 1-
morphisms are interconnection morphisms (Definition 2.21). The 2-cells of SSub are com-
muting squares
c a
d b
oo µ
g

f

oo
ν
in the category SSub of surjective submersions, where µ, ν are maps of submersions and f ,
g are the interconnection morphisms. In particular the category of objects of the double
category SSub is the category SSubint.
We will need two versions of a “functor between double categories:” strict and lax.
Functors between double categories are often referred to as “double functors.”
Definition 2.25 (Strict 1-morphism/map/double functor of double categories). A strict
morphism/map/double functor F from a double category B to a double category D is a pair
of ordinary functors F0 : B0 → D0, F1 : B1 → D1 which commute strictly with the source,
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target and unit functors of the double categories B and D (i.e., s◦F1 = F0 ◦ s, t◦F1 = F0 ◦ t
and u ◦ F0 = F1 ◦ u) and strictly preserves the composition functor m: the diagram
B1 ×B0 B1 D1 ×D0 D1
B2 D
F1×F0F1 //
F1 //
m

m

(2.26)
strictly commutes in the 2-category CAT of categories.
Definition 2.27 (Lax 1-morphism/lax functor of double categories). A lax 1-morphism F
(or a lax functor) from a double category B to a double category D consists of a pair of or-
dinary functors F0 : B0 → D0, F1 : B1 → D1 which commute strictly with the source, target
and unit functors of the double categories B and D together with a natural transformation
F∗ : F1 ◦m⇒ m ◦ (F1 ×F0 F1) which is subject to a coherence condition.
In particular the diagram (2.26) 2-commutes in CAT and the 2-commutativity is witnessed
by the natural transformation F∗. Thus for every pair (µ, ν) of objects of B1 composable
under m we have a (globular) 2-cell (F∗)µ,ν : F1(µ) ∗ F1(ν)⇒ F1(µ ∗ ν). We further require
that for any triple of objects in (µ, ν, σ) of B1 composable under m
(F∗)µ∗ν,σ ◦
(
(F∗)µ,nu ∗ idF1(σ)
)
= (F∗)µ,ν∗σ ◦
(
idF1(µ) ∗ (F∗)ν,σ
)
(recall that α ∗ β := m(α, β) for any two 2-cells α, β).
Remark 2.28. Our definition of a lax 1-morphism of double categories is not the most
general (since we require units to be preserved on the nose) but it is good enough for our
purposes.
Since double categories are categories internal to the (2-)category CAT of categories,
there are two ways to internalize the notion of a natural transformation between two double
functors. Namely given two double functors F,G : B→ D between double categories one can
ask for a functor α : B0 → D1 making an appropriate diagram of categories and functors
to commute (or 2-commute in the lax version). This lead to the notion of a horizontal
transformation. Alternatively since each double functor is a pair of ordinary functors one
can ask for a pair of (ordinary) natural transformation. This leads to the definition of a
vertical transformation which we now recall in the case where the double functors are strict.
This is the only case we need.
Definition 2.29 (vertical transformation). Let F,G : B→ D be two strict double functors
between two double categories. A vertical transformation α from F to G is a pair of natural
transformations α0 : F0 ⇒ G0, α1 : F1 ⇒ G1 (both often written as α) subject to the
following conditions:
(1) α is compatible with the source and target functors: for any object µ of B1
s((α1)µ) = (α0)s(µ), t((α1)µ) = (α0)t(µ);
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(2) α is compatible with the multiplication/composition functors m of B and D: for any
pair µ, ν of composable objects of B1
(α1)µ∗ν = (α1)µ ∗ (α1)ν ;
(3) α is compatible with the unit functors: for any object a of B
u((α0)a) = (α1)u(a).
We write α : F ⇒ G.
Remark 2.30. Vertical transformations can be composed vertically component-wise: given
two vertical transformations α : F ⇒ G, β : G⇒ H we define β ◦v α by setting
(β ◦v α)0 = β0 ◦v α0 (β ◦v α)1 = β1 ◦v α1.
We next explain a connection between control (open) system and lax double functors.
We start by recording our definition of a control system which was already mentioned in
the introduction.
Definition 2.31 (Open (control) system). An open (or a control) system is a pair (a, F )
where a = (atot
pa−→ ast) is a surjective submersion and F : atot → Tast is a smooth map
such that F (q) ∈ Tpa(q)ast for all q ∈ atot. That is piast ◦ F = pa, where piast : Tast → ast is
the canonical submersion.
Remark 2.32. Given an open system (a, F ) we may also refer to the map F : atot → Tast
as an open system on the the surjective submersion a.
Notation 2.33 (Crl(a)). We denote the collection of all open system on a fixed submersion
a by Crl(a):
Crl(a) := {F : atot → Tast | piast ◦ F = pa}
The collection Crl(a) is a real vector space.
Definition 2.34. Let f : a → b be a map of surjective submersions, that is, a a pair of
smooth map ftot : atot → btot, fst : ast → bst such that the diagram
atot btot
ast bst
pa

pb

ftot //
fst
//
commutes. We define a linear relation Crl(f) : Crl(a)→ Crl(b) by
Crl(f) :=

(F,G) ∈ Crl(a)× Crl(b)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
atot btot
Tast Tbst
F

G

ftot //
Tfst
//
commutes

.
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The next definition says more or less the same thing as Definition 2.34 but from a some-
what different point of view.
Definition 2.35. Let f : a → b be a map of surjective submersions. Suppose w ∈ Crl(b)
and u ∈ Crl(a) are two open systems so that (u,w) ∈ Crl(f), i.e., the diagram
atot btot
Tast Tbst
u

w

ftot //
Tfst
//
commutes. We then say that the control system u is f -related to the control system w.
Definition 2.36. Suppose ϕ : a → b is an interconnection morphism (Definition 2.21).
Then ϕ induces a linear map ϕ∗ : Crl(b)→ Crl(a). It is defined by
ϕ∗F := T (ϕst)−1 ◦ F ◦ ϕtot
for all open systems F ∈ Crl(b).
Remark 2.37. For an interconnection morphism ϕ : a → b between two sujrective sub-
mersions the linear relation Crl(ϕ) : Crl(a)→ Crl(b) is given by
Crl(ϕ) := {(ϕ∗F, F ) ∈ Crl(a)× Crl(b) | F ∈ Crl(b)}
where the linear map ϕ∗ is defined above (Definition 2.36). Consequently the linear relation
Crl(ϕ) is the transpose of the graph of the map ϕ∗ (see Definition 2.5).
Example 2.38. Let U and M be two manifolds with corners. The projection on the second
factor p : U ×M → M is a surjective submersion. So is the identity map idM : M → M .
Consider a map of surjective submersions ϕ = (ϕtot, ϕst) : (M
idM−−→ M) → (U ×M p−→ M).
The map ϕtot : M → U ×M then has to be of the form ϕtot(m) = (h(m), ϕst(m)) where h :
M → U is a smooth map. In particular if ϕst = idM then for any map h, ϕ = ((h, idM ), idM )
is an interconnection morphism. The induced map ϕ∗ : Crl(U ×M → M) → Crl(M id−→
M) =X (M) is given by
(ϕ∗F )(m) = F (h(m),m).
(Recall that X (M) denotes the space of vector fields on the manifold M .) To summarize:
given an open system F : U×M → TM we produce from F a vector field X on the manifold
M by plugging the values of the states of the open system into the controls U by means of
the map h.
We observe that pullbacks by interconnection maps preserve relations between open sys-
tems.
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Lemma 2.39. Let f : a → b, g : b → d be maps of surjective submersions, ϕ : a → b,
ψ : c→ d two interconnection maps so that the diagram
c a
d b
oo f
ψ

ϕ

g
oo
commutes in the category SSub of surjective submersions (i.e., the diagram is a 2-cell in
the double category SSub). If two open systems F ∈ Crl(b) and G ∈ Crl(d) are g-related
then the interconnected systems ϕ∗F and ψ∗G are f -related. Consequently
Crl(c) Crl(a)
Crl(d) Crl(b)
oo
Crl(f)
OO
ψ∗
OO
ϕ∗
Crl(g)
oo
KS
is a 2-cell in the double category RelVect of vector spaces, linear maps and linear relations.
Proof. See [L2, Lemma 8.12] 
Lemma 2.40. The mapping from the 2-cells of the double category SSub of surjective
submersions to the double category RelVect given by
Crl

c a
d b
oo f
ψ

ϕ

g
oo

 :=
Crl(c) Crl(a)
Crl(d) Crl(b)
oo
Crl(f)
OO
ψ∗
OO
ϕ∗
Crl(g)
oo
KS
defines a lax (contravariant) 1-morphism of double categories
Crl : (SSub)op → RelVect.
Proof. Given a pair of compatible maps of submersions c
f←− b g←− a it is not hard to check
that the composite Crl(f) ◦ Crl(g) of linear relations is a subspace of the linear relation
Crl(f ◦ g). The inclusion Crl(f) ◦ Crl(g) ↪→ Crl(f ◦ g) is the f, g component (Crl∗)f,g of the
desired natural transformation (Crl)∗ (cf. Definition 2.27). 
2.3. Categories of lists.
In this somewhat technical subsection we collect a number of definitions and facts that
will provide a convenient language later on. Recall that any set X can be considered as a
discrete category. Then a functor τ : X → C from a set X (considered as a category) to a
category C assigns to each element x ∈ X an object τ(x) of C. Thus a functor from a set
to a category C is an unordered list of elements of C (possibly with repetitions) which is
indexed by the elements of the set. Functors from various sets to a fixed category C can be
assembled into a category.
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Definition 2.41 (The category of lists Set/C in a category C). Fix a category C. An object
of the category of lists Set/C is a functor τ : X → C where X is a set thought of as a discrete
category. A morphism in Set/C from a functor τ : X → C to a functor τ ′ : X ′ → C is a
map of sets ϕ : X → X ′ so that the triangle of functors
X X ′
C
τ :
::
::
:
ϕ //
τ ′


commutes. The composition is defined by pasting of the triangles:
X ′′ X ′
C
τ ′′ :
::
::
oo ψ
τ ′


 ◦

X ′ X
C
τ ′ 
??
??
oo ϕ
τ 

 =
X ′′ X
C
τ ′′ :
::
::
oo ψ◦ϕ
τ


Definition 2.42 (The category FinSet/C of finite lists). The category of lists Set/C has a
subcategory FinSet/C whose objects are finite lists, i.e., functors from finite sets.
Remark 2.43. If a category C has coproducts then there is a canonical functor
Π
: Set/C→
C defined on objects by taking colimits
Π
(X
τ−→ C) := colim(X τ−→ C) =
⊔
x∈X
τ(x).
On arrows it is defined by the universal properties of coproducts: given a morphism ϕ :
(X
τ−→ C)→ (X ′ τ ′−→ C) the morphism Π(ϕ) : Π(τ)→ Π(τ ′) is the unique arrow making the
diagram
Π
(τ)
Π
(τ ′)
τ(x) τ ′(ϕ(x)))
//
Π
(ϕ)
_ _ _ _
id //
ıx
OO
ıϕ(x)
OO
commute. Here ıx and ıϕ(x) are the canonical inclusions.
Remark 2.44. If the category C has finite products then there is a canonical functor
Π : (FinSet/C)op → C defined on objects by taking limits:
Π(τ) := lim(X
τ−→ C) =
l
x∈X
τ(x).
On arrows it is defined by the universal property of products. Namely, given a morphism
ϕ : (X
τ−→ C)→ (X ′ τ ′−→ C) the morphism Π(ϕ) : Π(τ ′)→ Π(τ) is the unique arrow making
the diagram
Π(τ) Π(τ ′)
τ(x) τ ′(ϕ(x)))
Π(ϕ)
oo_ _ _ _ _
oo
id

pix

piϕ(x)
commute. Here pix and piϕ(x) are the canonical projections.
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Example 2.45. Let C = Man, the category of manifolds with corners, X = Y = {1, 2, 3},
ϕ : X → Y be given by
ϕ(1) = 2, ϕ(2) = 1, ϕ(3) = 2.
Fix a manifold with corners A. Let τ, µ : X,Y → Man be the constant maps defined by
τ(j) = µ(j) = A for all j. Then ϕ : τ → µ is a morphism in FinSet/Man and Π(ϕ) : Π(µ) =
A3 → A3 = Π(τ) is given by
Π(ϕ) (a1, a2, a3) = (a2, a1, a2)
for all (a1, a2, a3) ∈ A3 = Π(µ).
The categories of lists Set/C and FinSet/C have variants in which the commuting triangles
of the morphisms are replaced by 2-commuting morphisms. More precisely we have the
following definitions.
Definition 2.46 (The category of lists (Set/C)⇒). Fix a category C. An object of the
category of lists (Set/C)⇒ is a functor τ : X → C where X is a set thought of as a discrete
category. That is, the objects of (Set/C)⇒ are the same as the objects of Set/C. A morphism
in (Set/C)⇒ from a functor τ : X → C to a functor τ ′ : X ′ → C is a 2-commuting triangle
X X ′
C
τ :
::
::
:
ϕ //
τ ′

2:Φ
nnnnnn
.
In other words a morphism in (Set/C)⇒ is pair (ϕ,Φ) where ϕ : X → X ′ is a map of sets
and Φ : τ ⇒ τ ′ ◦ ϕ is a natural transformation. Given a pair of composible morphisms
(ϕ,Φ) : (X
τ−→ C) → (X ′ τ ′−→ C) and (ψ,Ψ) : (X ′ τ ′−→ C) → (X ′′ τ ′′−→ C) their composition is
defined by pasting of the 2-commuting triangles. That is,
(ψ,Ψ) ◦ (ϕ,Φ) := (ψ ◦ ϕ, (Ψ ◦ ϕ) ◦v Φ),
where Ψ ◦ϕ : τ ⇒ τ ′′ is the whiskering of the natural transformation with a functor and ◦v
denotes the vertical composition of natural transformations.
Remark 2.47. Observe that the category Set/C of lists is a subcategory of the category
(Set/C)⇒
Remark 2.48. If the category C has coproducts then there is a canonical functor
Π
:
(Set/C)⇒ → C which extends the functor Π: Set/C → C. As before to each object
τ : X → C the functor Πassigns the coproduct ⊔x∈X τ(x). On arrows Πis again defined by
the universal properties of coproducts: given a morphism (ϕ,Φ) : (X
τ−→ C) → (X ′ τ ′−→ C)
the morphism
Π
(ϕ,Φ) :
Π
(τ)→ Π(τ ′) is the unique arrow making the diagram
Π
(τ)
Π
(τ ′)
τ(x) τ ′(ϕ(x)))
//
Π
(ϕ,Φ)
_ _ _ _
Φx
//
ıx
OO
ıϕ(x)
OO
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commute. Here as before ıx and ıϕ(x) denote the canonical inclusions.
Definition 2.49 (The category (FinSet/C)⇐). The objects of the category (FinSet/C)⇐
are finite lists τ : X → C (i.e., they are the same as the objects of the category FinSet/C
of finite lists in the category C). A morphism (ϕ,Φ) : (X
τ−→ C)→ (Y µ−→ C is a pair (ϕ,Φ)
where ϕ : X → Y is a map of sets and Φ is now a natural transformation from µ ◦ ϕ to τ .
That is, the morphism is a 2-commuting triangle of the form
X Y
C
τ :
::
::
:
ϕ //
µ

Φrz nnnnnn
. (2.50)
The composition in (FinSet/C)⇐ is defined by pasting of the traingles.
Remark 2.51. If the category C has finite products then the functor Π : (FinSet/C)op → C
extends to a functor ((FinSet/C)⇐)op → C, which we again denote by Π: given a morphism
(ϕ,Φ) : (X
τ−→ C) → (X ′ τ ′−→ C) the morphism Π(ϕ,Φ) : Π(τ ′) → Π(τ) is the unique arrow
making the diagram
Π(τ) Π(τ ′)
τ(x) τ ′(ϕ(x)))
Π(ϕ,Φ)
oo_ _ _ _
oo
Φx

pix

piϕ(x)
commute. Here as before pix and piϕ(x) are the canonical projections.
Example 2.52. Let C = Man, the category of manifolds with corners, X = Y = {1, 2, 3}.
Fix two manifolds with corners A and B and a smooth map s : A→ B. Let τ, µ : X,Y →
Man be the constant maps defined by τ(j) = B, µ(j) = A for all j. We define a morphism
(ϕ,Φ) : τ → µ in (FinSet/Man)⇐ as follows. As before we define ϕ by
ϕ(1) = 2, ϕ(2) = 1, ϕ(3) = 2.
We define Φi : µ(ϕ(i)) = A → τ(i) = B to be the map s : A → B for all i. Then
(ϕ,Φ) : τ → µ is a morphism in (FinSet/Man)⇐ and Π(ϕ,Φ) : Π(µ) = A3 → B3 = Π(τ) is
given by
Π(ϕ,Φ) (a1, a2, a3) = (s(a2), s(a1), s(a2))
for all (a1, a2, a3) ∈ A3 = Π(µ).
3. The category of elements
∫
C F for a functor with values in linear
relations
Given a set-valued functor F : C→ Set on a category C there is a well-known construction
due to Grothendieck that produces a category of elements
∫
F =
∫
C F together with the
functor piF :
∫
F → C. Recall that the objects of the category ∫ F are pairs (c, x) where c
is an object of C and x is an element of the set F (x). A morphism in
∫
F from (c, x) to
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(c′, x′) is a morphism h : c→ c′ in C such that F (h)x = x′. The functor piF :
∫
F → C maps
an arrow h : (x, c)→ (x′, c′) of ∫ F to the arrow h : c→ c′ of C. The functor piF : ∫ F → C
has nice lifting properties.
It will be useful for us to have a generalization of this construction to functors with
values in the 2-category RelVect of vector spaces and linear relations. Namely suppose C is
a category and we are given a (lax) functor F : C→ RelVect. That is, suppose that for any
pair of composible arrows c′′ g←− c′ h←− c in C we have an inclusion F (g) ◦ F (h) ⊂ F (g ◦ h).
We then can define the “category of elements”
∫
F and a functor piF :
∫
F → C (see below).
Unlike the case of Grothendieck construction in general the functor piF has no evident lifting
properties. In the next section we will use the construction to produce the category HyDS
of hybrid dynamical systems. Later we will use the construction to produce the category
HyOS of hybrid open systems.
Definition 3.1 (The category of elements
∫
C F of a lax functor F : C → RelVect). Let C
be a category and F : C→ RelVect a lax 2-functor with values in the 2-category RelVect of
linear relations. We define the category of elements
∫
C F of F as follows.
(1) The objects of
∫
C F are pairs (c, x) where c is an object of C and x is a vector in
the vector space F (c).
(2) A morphism from (c, x) to (c′, x′) is a morphism h : c → c′ such that (x, x′) is an
element of the linear relation F (h) ⊂ F (c)× F (c′).
It is easy to see that
∫
C F is a category. We also have a functor piF :
∫
C F → C which is
defined by
piF ((c, x)
h−→ (c′, x′)) = c h−→ c′.
Remark 3.2. Recall that associated to any regular category D there is the 2-category
of relations Rel(D) (see Remark 2.6). Definition 3.1 does not use any particular features
of the 2-category RelVect. Consequently given any regular category D and any 2-functor
F : C→ Rel(D) there is a category of elements ∫C F and a functor piF : ∫C F → C.
Example 3.3 (Continuous time dynamical systems from the vector field functor X ).
Consider the category Man of manifolds with corners. The assignment X that assigns
to every manifold M the vector space X (M) of vector fields on M extends to a functor
X : Man→ RelVect: given a smooth map f : M → N the relation X (f) is, by definition
X (f) := {(X,Y ) ∈X (M)×X (N) | Y ◦ f = Tf ◦X}.
The category of elements
∫
ManX is the category DS of continuous time dynamical systems.
Example 3.4 (The category OS of open systems). Consider the category SSub of surjective
submersions (Notation 2.23). Recall that objects are surjective submersions a = (pa : atot →
ast) of manifolds with corners and that a morphism from a submersion a to a submersion
b is, by definition, a pair of smooth map ftot : atot → btot, fst : ast → bst such that the
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diagram
atot btot
ast bst
pa

pb

ftot //
fst
//
commutes.
For every surjective submersion a we have the vector space Crl(a) of open systems on a
(Definition 2.31). For each map of submersionos f : a→ b, there is a linear relations Crl(f) ⊂
Crl(a)× Crl(b) consisting of f -related control systems (Definition 2.34). The corresponding
category of elements
∫
SSub Crl is by definition the category OS of open (control) systems.
Remark 3.5. Note that there is a canonical embedding ı : Man → SSub. On objects it is
given by ı(M) = (M
idM−−→ M). Note that the functors X and Crl are compatible with the
embedding ı:
Crl ◦ ı =X . (3.6)
In particular we can consider every vector field X : M → TM on a manifold M as a control
system on the submersion idM : M →M . We think of vector fields as control systems with
no inputs, that is, as closed systems. Thus, somewhat paradoxically, every closed system is
an open system (with no inputs from “the outside”).
We end the section with another example. Later on we will generalize this example to
hybrid systems. See Example 5.9 below.
Example 3.7. A vector field X on a product of two manifold M1 ×M2 is the result of
interconnection of two open systems. This can be seen as follows.
The vector field X : M1 × M2 → TM1 × TM2 is of the form X = (X1, X2) where
X1 : M1 × M2 → TM1, X2 : M1 × M2 → TM2 are open systems on the submersions
M1 ×M2 →M1, M1 ×M2 →M2, respectively. The interconnection map (Definition 2.21)
is
ϕ : (M1 ×M2 →M1 ×M2)→ (M1 ×M2 →M1)× (M1 ×M2 →M2))
with ϕst = idM1×M2 and ϕtot : M1 ×M2 → (M1 ×M2)× (M1 ×M2) given by
ϕtot(m1,m2) = ((m1,m2), (m1,m2)).
Indeed it is easy to check that
X(m1,m2) = (X1(m1,m2), X2(m1,m2)) = ((X1 ×X2) ◦ ϕtot) (m1,m2)
for all (m1,m2) ∈M1 ×M2.
We conclude that X = (X1, X2) is a vector field on the product M1 ×M2 if and only if
X = ϕ∗(X1 × X2) where X1, X2 are open systems, ϕ is the interconnection map defined
above and ϕ∗ : Crl (M1 ×M2 →M1)× (M1 ×M2 →M2))→ Crl(M1 ×M2 → M1 ×M2) =
X (M1 ×M2) is the linear map induced by ϕ (see Definition 2.36).
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4. A category of hybrid phase spaces HyPh
We now construct the category HyPh of hybrid phase spaces. We have a number of resons for
introducing this notion. First of all, the traditional definitions of hybrid dynamical systems
involve a lot of data. We would like to organize this data in a compact and structured way.
Secondly, in the next section we will need to define hybrid open systems. There seems to be
no consensus in the literature of what a hybrid open system should be. Our approach is to
view hybrid open systems as analogous to continuous time open systems. As we mentioned
in the previous section, it is convenient to view a continuous time open system as a pair
(a, F ) where a is a surjective submersion. We will define a hybrid open system to be a pair
(a, F ) where now a = atot
pa−→ ast is a hybrid surjective submersion, that is, a certain map
of hybrid phase spaces, and F is a continuous time open system on an associated surjective
submersion U(a) (see Definition 5.5). Additionally we want our definition of a hybrid phase
space to meet a number of requirements and pass a few sanity tests. Here are the desiderata.
• Any hybrid dynamical systems should be a pair (a,X) where a is a hybrid phase
space and X is a vector field on the manifold “underlying” a. For example the
manifold underlying hybrid phase space of Example B.5 should be the disjoint union
[0, 1] unionsq [0, 1] of two copies of the closed interval [0, 1].
• Hybrid phase spaces should form a category; we denote it by HyPh. The assignment
of the underlying manifold to a hybrid phase space should be functorial. That is,
there should be a functor U : HyPh→ Man from the category HyPh of hybrid phase
spaces to the category of manifolds with corners.
• The category HyPh should have finite products that behave “correctly.” In particular
the hybrid phase space of Example B.6 should be the product of two copies of the
hybrid phase space of Example B.5.
• Recall that the category of continuous time dynamical systems is the category of
elements of the functorX : Man→ RelVect (the functorX assigns to a manifold M
the space of vector fields on M). The category HyDS of hybrid dynamical systems
should be the category of elements of the composte functorX ◦U : HyPh→ RelVect.
• Executions of hybrid dynamical systems should be morphisms in the category HyDS,
and morphisms of hybrid dynamical systems should take executions to executions.
Here is a brief explanation of the desirability of the last item. It is analogous to the
following fact about continuous time dynamical system. An integral curve of a vector field
X on a manifold M is a smooth map γ : I → M , where I is an interval, subject to the
condition that
(Tγ)s
(
d
dt
)
= X(γ(s))
for all times s ∈ I. Here as elsewhere in the paper Tγ : TI → TM is the differential of
γ. We therefore can view an integral curve of a vector field X as a smooth map from an
interval to the manifold that relates the constant vector field ddt and the vector field X.
Moreover if f : M → N is a smooth map between manifolds, Y is a vector field on N which
is f -related to a vector field X on M and γ : I → M is an integral curve of the vector
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field X then by the chain rule f ◦ γ is an integral curve of the vector field Y . We want an
analoguous result to hold for hybrid dynamical systems.
We construct the category HyPh of hybrid phase spaces by categorifying the category
of lists (Set/C)⇒: we replace the category Set of sets with the 2-category Cat of small
categories and C with the double category RelMan of manifolds with corners, relations and
smooth maps.
To motivate our definition consider a traditional definition of a hybrid dynamical system:
Definition B.3. Traditionally a hybrid dynamical system consists of the following data: a
directed graph A = {A1 ⇒ A0}, an assignment A0 3 y 7→ Ry of a manifold with corners to
each vertex y of A, an assignment
(x
γ−→ y) 7→ (Rx Rγ−−→ Ry)
of a relation for each arrow γ of A and an assignment of a vector field Xy on each manifold
Ry. We can view the collection {Xy ∈ X (Ry)}y∈A0 of vector fields as a single vector
field X on the disjoint union
⊔
y∈A0 Ry. We can view the assignments y 7→ Ry, γ 7→ Rγ
as a single map of graphs. The source of this a map is the graph A. The target is the
graph U(RelMan) which is the graph underlying the category RelMan of manifolds with
corners and relations, see Remark 2.17. Concretely the vertices of the graph U(RelMan)
are manifolds with corners and the arrows are the set-theoretic relations. We ignore the
2-category structure of RelMan for the time being. Thus a hybrid dynamical system is a
pair (A
R−→ U(RelMan), X ∈X (⊔y∈A0 Ry)). It seems reasonable at this point to define the
phase space of a hybrid dynamical system (A
R−→ U(RelMan), X ∈X (⊔y∈A0 Ra)) to be the
map of graphs R : A → U(RelMan). Unfortunately Examples B.5 and B.6 indicate that
this is not quite right. The issue is that the product of the graph
A = • •))ii (4.1)
with itself is the graph
A×A =
•
• •
•
;;
{{ 
[[
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and not the graph
B =
•
• •
•
LL

;;
{{ ,,ll
,,

ll

LL[[
. (4.2)
On the other hand the phase space of the hybrid dynamical system of Example B.6 should
be the product two copies of the phase space of the system in Example B.5. We choose the
following solution to the problem. Recall that the forgetful functor U : CAT→ Graph from
the category of (large) categories to the categories of graphs is part of the free/forgetful
adjunction Free : Graph  CAT : U . It is easy to see that
Free(A)× Free(A) = Free(B)
for the graphs A and B above. So we now provisionally (re)define a hybrid phase space
to be a functor R : Free(Γ) → RelMan from the free category on some graph Γ to the
(2-) category RelMan of manifolds with corners and relations. We believe that our solution
captures the following idea. Suppose that we have a hybrid dynamical system whose phase
space is the product two hybrid subsystems. An execution of the big system is a product
of two executions of the subsystems, one for each factor. It may happen that the first
execution is forced to undergo a discrete transition while the second execution is evolving
continuously. Therefore given an arrow γ in the graph associated with the first subsystem
and the vertex b of the second subsystem the graph of the product system needs to have
an arrow that corresponds to the pair (γ, b). The construction we chose accomplishes
exactly that by assigning to each vertex b of the second graph the identity arrow idb and
interpreting the pair (γ, b) as the pair of arrow (γ, idb) in the product. But why stick with
free categories? We may as well (again, provisionally) define a hybrid phase space to be a
functor a : Sa → RelMan from some small category Sa to the category RelMan of manifolds
with corners and relations. Note that given a functor a : Sa → RelMan there is an underling
manifold U(a) :=
⊔
x∈(Sa)0 a(x) where the coproduct is taken over the set (Sa)0 of objects
of the small category Sa. Consequently we can define a hybrid dynamical system to be a
pair (Sa
a−→ RelVect, X ∈X (⊔x∈(Sa)0 a(x))). We will revise the definition of a hybrid phase
space and of a hybrid dynamical system one more time in order to obtain a slicker definition
of morphisms between two hybrid phase spaces. We will then show that there is a product
preserving forgetful functor U : HyPh → Man from the category of hybrid phase spaces to
the category of manifolds with corners.
Remark 4.3. There are alternatives to the definition of a hybrid phase space as a functor
from some small category into RelMan. The first alternative is to use reflexive graphs
instead of categories. Recall that a reflexive graph is a directed graph that in addition to
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the source and target maps s, t from arrows to nodes also has a unit map u from nodes
to arrows. Moreover the unit map u is a section of both s and of t. In other words, every
reflexive graph assigns to each vertex b an “identity arrow” idb whose source and target are
b. Unlike categories reflexive graphs have no composition map. One can show that products
of reflexive graphs behave the way we would want them to behave in our examples.
Another alternative is to use labelled transition systems as the source of our map into
RelMan. Unfortunately expressing parallel composition of labelled transition system in the
category theoretic language is awkward; see [WN].
Definition 4.4 (provisional). A hybrid phase space is a functor a : Sa → RelMan from some
category Sa to the category RelMan of manifolds with corners and set-theoretic relations.
A map from a hybrid phase space a : Sa → RelMan to a hybrid phase space b : Sb →
RelMan is a functor ϕ : Sa → Sb together with a collection of smooth maps {fx : a(x) →
b(ϕ(x))}x∈(Sa)0 so that for each arrow x
γ−→ y of the category Sa the diagram
a(x)
b(ϕ(x))
a(y)
b(ϕ(y))
fx

a(γ)
//
b(ϕ(γ))
//
fy


is a 2-cell in the double category RelMan. In other words we require that for each x
γ−→
y ∈ (Sa)1 the smooth maps
fx × fy : a(x)× a(y)→ b(ϕ(x))× b(ϕ(y))
map the relation a(γ) ⊂ a(x)× a(y) to the relation b(ϕ(γ) ⊂ b(ϕ(x))× b(ϕ(y)).
It is not hard to show that maps (ϕ, f) : a→ b and (ψ, g) : b→ c of hybrid phase spaces
can be composed. We set
(ψ, g) ◦ (ϕ, f) := (ψ ◦ ϕ, h)
where
hx := gϕ(x) ◦ fx
for every object x of the category Sa.
Hybrid phase spaces and their maps form a category that we denote by HyPh. Moreover
the same argument as in Remark 2.48 shows that the assignment
(Sa
a−→ RelMan) 7→ U(a) :=
⊔
x∈(sa)0
a(x)
extends to a functor
U : HyPh→ Man
from the category of hybrid phase spaces to the category of manifolds with corners. The
functor U fogets the reset relations. We will give another description of the functor U :
HyPh→ Man in Remark 4.8.
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We are now in position to present a more compact definition of the category HyPh of
hybrid phase spaces. It amounts to categorifying the definition of the category of lists
(Set/C)⇒ by replacing C with a double category D and replacing Set with the category of
small categories Cat.
Remark 4.5. Let D be a double category and C an ordinary small category, that is, an
object of Cat. A strict double functor f : C → D then assigns to each object x ∈ C the
vertical identity arrow idf(x) on an object f(x) ∈ D0. To each arrow x γ−→ y of C the functor f
assigns the identity 2-cell idf(γ) : f(γ)→ f(γ) from the horizontal arrow f(γ) : f(x)→ f(y)
to itself. Given two double functors f, g : C→ D a vertical transformation α : f ⇒ g assgns
to each object x of C a vertical 1-cell (α0)x : f(x)→ g(x) and to each arrow x γ−→ y of C a
2-cell
f(x)
g(x)
f(y))
g(y)
(α0)x

f(γ)
//
g(γ)
//
(α0)y

(α1)γ

We now record a generalization of Definition 2.46.
Definition 4.6 (The categorified category of lists (Cat/D)⇒). Fix a double category D. An
object of the categorified category of lists (Cat/D)⇒ is a double functor τ : C→ D where C
is a small category thought of as a discrete double category. A morphism in (C/D)⇒ from
a double functor τ : C→ D to a double functor τ ′ : C′ → D is a commuting triangle of the
form
C C′
D
τ :
::
::
:
ϕ //
τ ′

2:Φ
nnnnnn
where ϕ : C→ C′ is a double functor and Φ : τ ⇒ τ ′ ◦ϕ is a vertical transformation. Given
a pair of composable morphisms (ϕ,Φ) : (C
τ−→ D) → (C′ τ ′−→ D) and (ψ,Ψ) : (C′′ τ ′′−→ D)
their composite is defined by pasting of the 2-commuting triangles. That is, the composite
is the pair (ψ ◦ ϕ,Ξ) where
Ξ = (Ψ ◦ ϕ) ◦v Φ.
Here Ψ ◦ ϕ : τ ⇒ τ ′′ is the whiskering of the vertical transformation with a double functor
and ◦v denotes the vertical composition of vertical transformations (Remark 2.30).
Definition 4.7 (A category HyPh of hybrid phase spaces). We define a category HyPh
of hybrid phase spaces to be the categorified category of lists (Cat/RelMan)⇒ (see Defini-
tion 4.6) where Cat is the category of small categories and RelMan is the double category
of manifolds with corners, smooth maps and arbitrary relations (Definition 2.16). Thus
HyPh := (Cat/RelMan)⇒.
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Remark 4.8. We now give another description of the functor U : HyPh→ Man. Recall that
there is a forgetful functor U : Cat→ Set. To a small category C the functor U assigns its set
C0 of objects. To a functor C
f−→ D between two small categories it assigns the map C0 f0−→ D0
on objects. Note next that if a : Sa → RelMan is a double functor from a small category
Sa then the a0 component of a is an unordered list of manifolds a0 : (Sa)0 → Man. Hence
we can view a0 as an object of the category (Set/Man)
⇒. Given a morphism (ϕ,Φ) : a→ b
in (Cat/RelMan) the pair (ϕ0,Φ0) is a morphism in (Set/Man)⇒ from a0 to b0. It is easy to
see that this gives us the forgetful functor (Cat/RelMan)→ (Set/Man)⇒. We now compose
this forgetful functor with the canonical functor
Π
: (Set/Man)⇒ → Man and obtain the
desired functor U : (Cat/RelMan)⇒ → Man.
Proposition 4.9. The category HyPh of hybrid phase spaces has finite products.
Proof. Let [0] denote a category with one object and one morphism. A terminal object in
the category HyPh of hybrid phase spaces is a functor ∗ : [0] → RelMan that assigns to
the one object of [0] a one point manifold. We denote this one point manifold by ∗ when it
causes no confusion.
Recall that the category RelMan of manifolds with corners and relations has binary prod-
ucts: given a relation R : M → N and a relation S : Q → P their product R × S ⊂
(M ×Q)× (N × P ) consists is
R× S := {(m, q, n, p) ∈ (M ×Q)× (N × P ) | (m,n) ∈ R, (q, p) ∈ S}
Given two hybrid phase space a : Sa → RelVect, b : Sb → RelVect we define their product
to be the functor a × b : Sa × Sb → RelVect which is defined as follows. Given an object
(x, y) ∈ Sa × Sb we set
(a× b)(x, y) := a(x)× b(y).
Given an arrow (x
γ−→ x′, y ν−→ y′) ∈ Sa × Sb we set
(a× b)(γ, ν) := a(γ)× b(ν).
The evident projections pi1 : a × b → a, pi2 : a × b → b make a × b into a product in the
category HyPh. 
Proposition 4.10. The forgetful functor U : HyPh → Man from the category of hybrid
phase spaces to the category of manifolds with corners preserves finite products.
Proof. Clearly U takes the terminal object ∗ : [0]→ RelMan in the category HyPh to a one
point manifold ∗, which is terminal in the category Man.
It remains to check that U preserves binary products. Namely we check that for any two
hybrid phase spaces a, b ∈ HyPh the manifolds with corners U(a) × U(b) and U(a × b) are
canonically diffeomorphic. This amounts to checking that for any two lists µ : X → Man
and ν : Y → Man in Set/Man the manifolds ⊔(x,y)∈X×Y µ(x) × ν(y) and (⊔x∈X µ(x)) ×(⊔
y∈Y ν(y)
)
are canonically diffeomorphic.
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Let C be a category with coproducts and binary products. Given two objects µ : X → C
and ν : Y → C of the category of lists Set/C we have a cananical map
P :
⊔
(x,y)∈X×Y
µ(x)× ν(y)→
(⊔
x∈X
µ(x)
)
×
⊔
y∈Y
ν(y)
 .
It is induced by the products of the structure maps
µ(x0)× ν(y0)
ıx0×ıy0−−−−−→
(⊔
x∈X
µ(x)
)
×
⊔
y∈Y
ν(y)
 .
It is well known that in the category Set of sets the map P is a bijection (see [Aw,
Proposition 8.6]). In the category Man of manifolds with corners the structure maps ıx0 :
µ(x0)→
⊔
x∈X µ(x) are open embeddings. Consequently the products µ(x0)×ν(y0)
ıx0×ıy0−−−−−→(⊔
x∈X µ(x)
) × (⊔y∈Y ν(y)) are open embeddings as well and, in particular, are local dif-
feomorphisms. Consequently in the category Man the map P is a local diffeomorphism and
a bijection of the underlying sets, hence a diffeomorphism. 
Lemma 4.11. Suppose C
F−→ C is a functor. Then F induces a functor F∗ : (FinSet/C)⇐ →
(FinSet/D)⇐ which is given by
F∗

X Y
C
τ :
::
::
:
ϕ //
µ

Φrz nnnnnn
 =
X Y
C
F◦τ 6
66
66
66
ϕ //
F◦µ



F◦Φ
v~ uuu .
If C and D have finite products and F is product preserving then the diagram
(FinSet/C)⇐ C
(FinSet/D)⇐ D
Π //
F∗

F

Π
//
commutes.
Proof. Omitted. 
Corollary 4.12. The diagram
(FinSet/HyPh)⇐ HyPh
(FinSet/Man)⇐ Man
Π //
U∗

U

Π
//
commutes.
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Example 4.13 (Compare with Example 2.52). Let C = HyPh, the category of hybrid phase
spaces, X = Y = {1, 2, 3}. Fix two hybrid phase spaces A and B and a map s : A→ B of
hybrid phase spaces. Let τ, µ : X,Y → HyPh be the constant maps defined by τ(j) = B,
µ(j) = A for all j. We define a morphism (ϕ,Φ) : τ → µ in (FinSet/HyPh)⇐ as follows. As
in Example 2.52 we define ϕ by
ϕ(1) = 2, ϕ(2) = 1, ϕ(3) = 2.
We define Φi : µ(ϕ(i)) = A → τ(i) = B to be the map s : A → B for all i. Then
(ϕ,Φ) : τ → µ is a morphism in (FinSet/HyPh)⇐. By Remark 2.51 we have a map of
hybrid phase spaces Π(ϕ,Φ) : Π(µ) = A3 → B3 = Π(τ). By Corollary 4.12 the map
U(Π(ϕ,Φ)) : U(A3) = U(A)3 → U(B)3 = U(B3) is given by
U(Π(ϕ,Φ)) (a1, a2, a3) = (U(s) (a2),U(s) (a1),U(s) (a2))
for all (a1, a2, a3) ∈ (U(A))3.
4.1. A category HyDS of hybrid dynamical systems.
We define a category HyDS of hybrid dynamical systems as the category of elements of the
functor X ◦ U : HyPh→ RelVect. Thus we formally record:
Definition 4.14 (The category HyDS of hybrid dynamical systems). The category HyDS of
hybrid dynamical systems is the category of elements of the functorX ◦U : HyPh→ RelVect.
Explicitly an object of the category HyDS, that is, a hybrid dynamical system, is a pair (a,X)
where a is a hybrid phase space and X is a vector field on the underlying manifold U(a).
A map of hybrid dynamical systems from (a,X) to (b, Y ) is a map (ϕ,Φ) : a→ b of hybrid
phase spaces such that the vector field Y is U(ϕ,Φ)-related to X.
To define executions of a hybrid dynamical system (a,X) we need to define the hybrid
analogue of the continuous time dynamical system (I, ddt) where I is an interval and
d
dt is
the constant vector field.
Definition 4.15 (The hybrid dynamical system (I , ∂) = (I ({ti}), ∂) associated with
increasing sequence {ti}∞i=0 of real numbers). Let {ti} be an increasing sequence of real
numbers. Let T be the graph with the set of vertices T0 = N, the set of natural numbers
(that includes 0), the set of arrows T1 = N and the source and target maps s × t : T1 →
T0 × T0 given by i 7→ (i, i + 1). In other words arrows of the graph T are of the form
i
i−→ i+ 1. Define a map of graphs τ¯ : T → U(RelMan) (recall that U(RelMan) is the graph
underlying the category of manifolds with corners and relations) by
τ¯(i
i−→ i+ 1) = [ti, ti+1] {(ti+1,ti+1)}−−−−−−−−→ [ti+1, ti+2].
Here {(ti+1, ti+1)} ⊂ [ti, ti+1] × [ti+1, ti+2] is a relation consisting of one point. We define
the hybrid phase space I to be the corresponding functor τ : Free(T ) → RelMan. We
define the vector field ∂ on the underlying manifold U(τ) =
⊔∞
i=0[ti, ti+1] by ∂|[ti,ti+1] := ddt .
Definition 4.16. An execution of a hybrid dynamical system (a,X) is a map of hybrid
dynamical systems (ϕ, σ) : (I ({ti}), ∂)→ (a,X).
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Remark 4.17. Unpacking Definition 4.16 we see that an execution (ϕ, σ) of a hybrid
dynamical system (a,X) associate to each integer i ≥ 0 an integral curve σi : [ti, ti+1] →
a(ϕ0(i)) of the vector fieldXϕ0(i) on the manifold with corners a(ϕ0(i)) so that (σi(ti+1), σi+1(ti+1))
lies in the reset relations a(ϕ1(i
i−→ i+ 1) ⊂ a(ϕ0(i))× a(ϕ0(i+ 1)). Thus Definition 4.16 of
executions as maps of hybrid dynamical systems agrees with a traditional definition of an
execution, Definition B.8.
Theorem 4.18. A map (ψ,Ψ) : (a,X) → (b, Y ) of hybrid dynamical system sends the
executions of (a,X) to the executions of (b, Y ).
Proof. Let (ϕ, σ) : (I , ∂)→ (a,X) be an execution of the hybrid dynamical system (a,X).
Then, by definition, (ϕ, σ) is a map of hybrid dynamical systems. Hence (ψ,Ψ) ◦ (ϕ, σ) :
(I , ∂)→ (b, Y ) is also a map of hybrid dynamical systems, and therefore an execution. 
5. The double category HySSub of hybrid surjective submersions and
hybrid open systems
We start with some category-theoretic generalities that will help us to define the category
of hybrid surjective submersions HySSub and a forgetful product-preserving functor U :
HySSub → SSub from the category of hybrid surjective submersions to the category of
surjective submersions.
Suppose C is a category with finite products. Denote by [1] the category with two objects
0, 1 and one non-identity morphism 0 → 1. The functor category C [1] is the category of
arrows of the category C . The objects of C [1] can be identified with morphism c
f−→ c′ of
C . Under this identification a morphism in C [1] from c
f−→ c′ to d g−→ d′ is the commutative
diagram
c′ c
d′ d
foo
g
oo
h

k

.
If C has finite products, then so does the arrow category C [1]: the terminal object of C [1] is
the unique arrow ∗ → ∗ where ∗ is the terminal object of C . The binary product of c f−→ c′
and d
g−→ d′ is c × d f×g−−→ c′ × d′ and so on. If D is another category with finite products
and U : C → D is a product -preserving functor, then the induced functor
C [1] → C [1], (c f−→ c′) 7→ (U(c) U(f)−−−→ U(c′))
is also product preserving. We denote this induced functor again by U and trust that it will
not cause any confusion.
Definition 5.1 (The category HySSub of hybrid submersion). Observe that the category
SSub of surjective submersions in a full subcategory of the category of arrows Man[1].
We define the category HySSub of hybrid surjective submersions to be the preimage U−1(SSub)
in the category of arrows HyPh[1]. Here U : HyPh[1] → Man[1] is the forgetful functor induced
by U : HyPh→ Man.
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More concretely the objects of HySSub are hybrid surjective submersions. These are maps
of hybrid phase spaces atot
pa−→ ast such that the underlying maps of manifolds U(pa) :
U(atot) → U(ast) are surjective submersions. A morphism in HySSub from atot pa−→ ast to
btot
pb−→ bst is a pair of maps of hybrid phase spaces ftot : atot → btot, fst : ast → bst making
the appropriate diagram commute:
fst ◦ pa = pb ◦ ftot.
Remark 5.2. Since U : HyPh → Man is product preserving, so is the induced forgetful
functor U : HyPh[1] → Man[1] on arrow categories. By definition U takes the category
HySSub ⊂ HyPh[1] to the category SSub of surjective submersions. Consequently the functor
U : HySSub→ SSub, (5.3)
which is a restriction of the forgetful functor U : HyPh[1 → Man[1], preserves finite products.
Remark 5.4. Given two manifold M,N the projections pi1 : M×N →M and pi2 : M×N →
N are surjective submersions. Since the forgetful functor U : HyPh→ Man is finite product
preserving, for any two hybrid phase spaces a and b the images U(pi1) : U(a)×U(a)→ U(b)
and U(pi2) : U(a)×U(b)→ U(b) of the canonical projections pi1 : a×b→ a and pi2 : a×b→ b
are the canonical projections of the product of manifolds, hence surjective submersions. We
conclude that the canonical projections pi1 : a × b → a and pi2 : a × b → b from the
categorical product in HyPh to its factors are hybrid surjective submersions in the sense of
Definition 5.1.
Analogously to the category OS of open systems (Example 3.4) we have the category
HyOS of hybrid open systems. It is defined as follows.
Definition 5.5 (The category HyOS of hybrid open systems). We define the category
HyOS of hybrid open systems to be the category of elements (Definition 3.1) of the functor
Crl ◦U : HySSub→ RelVect. Here as before Crl : SSub→ RelVect is the functor that assigns
to each surjective submersion the vector space of open systems on the submersions (see
Example 3.4) and U : HySSub → SSub is the forgetful functor from the category of hybrid
surjective submersions to surjective submersions (Remark 5.2).
More explicitly a hybrid open system is a pair (a, F ) where a = (atot
pa−→ ast) is a hybrid
surjective submersion and F : U(atot) → TU(ast) is an open system on the underlying
surjective submersion U(a) = (U(atot)
U(pa)−−−→ U(ast)).
Recall that the category SSub of surjective submersions has a special class of mor-
phisms: the interconnection maps (Definition 2.21). Recall also that together the two
types of morphisms — interconnections and “ordinary” maps of submersions — define the
double category SSub of surjective submersions (Definition 5.10). The forgetful functor
U : HySSub→ SSub allows us to transfer this double category structure to hybrid submer-
sions.
Definition 5.6. A map f = (ftot, fst) : a → b of hybrid surjective submersions is an
interconnection morphism if the underlying map U(fst) : U(ast)→ U(bst) is an interconnection
map of surjective submersions.
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Example 5.7. Let a, b be two hybrid phase spaces and s : a → b a map of hybrid phase
spaces. By Remark 5.4 the canonical projection pi1 : a × b → a is a hybrid surjective
submersion. The identity map id : a → a is also a hybrid surjective submersion. The
diagram
a a× b
a a
(id,s)
//
pi1

id
 id //
commutes. Hence ϕ := ((id, s), id)) : (a
id−→ a)→ (a× b pi1−→ b)) is an interconnection map of
hybrid surjective submersions.
It follows that for any hybrid open system of the form (a×b pi1−→ a, F ∈ CrlU(a×b pi1−→ a))
the pair (a,U(ϕ)∗F ) is a hybrid dynamical system (since U(ϕ)∗F is a vector field).
Remark 5.8. Suppose ϕ : a → b is an interconnection morphism between two hybrid
surjective submersions and F ∈ Crl(U(b)) is a (continuous time) open system. Then (b, F )
is a hybrid open system and so is (a,U(ϕ)∗F ).
Example 5.9. In this example we generalize Example 3.7 from manifolds to hybrid phase
spaces. We argue that any hybrid dynamical system of the form (a× b,X ∈X (U(a× b)))
(a, b are hybrid phase spaces) is the result of interconnection of two hybrid open systems.
As in Example 3.7 the vector field X = (X1, X2) where X1 : U(a × b) → TU(a), X2 :
U(a×b)→ TU(b) are open systems. Here we used the fact that TU(a×b) = T (U(a)×U(b))
since the forgetful functor U preserves products. Again, since U preserves products and since
the canonical projections pr1 : U(a)×U(b)→ U(a), pr2 : U(a)×U(b)→ U(b) are surjective
submersions, the structure maps pi1 : a × b → a, pi2 : a × b → b are hybrid surjective
submersions. Denote by ∆ the diagonal map
a× b→ (a× b)× (a× b).
The diagram of hybrid phases spaces and their maps
a× b (a× b)× (a× b)
a× b a× b
∆ //
id
//
id

pi1×pi2

commutes. Hence
ψ := (∆, id) : (a× b id−→ a× b)→ ((a× b pi1−→ a)× (a× b) pi2−→ b)
is an interconnection map between two hybrid surjective submersions. Since U is a product
preserving functor, U(∆) : U(a × b) → U((a × b) × (a × b)) = U(a × b) × U(a × b) is also
the diagonal map. We have seen in Example 3.7 that X = ϕ∗(X1 ×X2) where ϕ = U(ψ).
Therefore the hybrid dynamical system (a×b,X) is obtained by interconnecting two hybrid
open systems (a× b→ a,X1) and (a× b→ b,X2).
Definition 5.10 (The double category HySSub of hybrid surjective submersions). The
objects of the double category HySSub are hybrid surjective submersions. The horizontal
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1-morphisms are morphisms of surjective submersions.The vertical 1-morphisms are inter-
connection morphisms (Definition 5.6). The 2-cells of SSub are commuting squares
c a
d b
oo µ
g

f

oo
ν
in the category HySSub of hybrid surjective submersions, where µ, ν are maps of hybrid sub-
mersions and f , g are the interconnection morphisms. In particular the category of objects
of the double category HySSub is the category HySSubint of hybrid surjective submersions
and interconnection morphisms.
Remark 5.11. It is easy to check that we have a forgetful functor from the double category
HySSub to the double category SSub. Again we denote it by U. Thus U : HySSub →
SSub.
6. Networks of hybrid open systems
We start this section by reviewing the results of [L2] on networks of open systems. We
then generalize the results of [L2] to networks of hybrid open systems, which is the main
point of this paper. Recall the definition of a network of open systems from [L2]:
Definition 6.1. A network of open systems is a pair (X
τ−→ SSub, b ψ−→ Π(τ)) where τ is an
element of (FinSet/SSub)⇐ (Definition 2.41), that is, a list of surjective submersions indexed
by the finite set X, Π : ((FinSet/SSub)⇐)op → SSub is the product functor (Remark 2.51)
so that Π(τ) =
∏
x∈X τ(x), and ψ is an interconnection morphism (Definition 2.21).
Example 6.2. Let M1,M2 be two manifolds with corners, M1×M2 pi1−→M1, M1×M2 pi2−→
M2 the two associated submersions and ϕ : (M1 ×M2 id−→ M1 ×M2) → (M1 ×M2 pi1−→
M1) × (M1 ×M2 pi2−→ M2) be the interconnection map as in Example 3.7. This data is a
network of open systems. Namely, the indexing set X is the two element set {1, 2}. The
map τ : X → SSub is given by
τ(i) = (M1 ×M2 pii−→Mi), i = 1, 2.
The submersion b is (M1 ×M2 id−→M1 ×M2) and ψ is the interconnection map ϕ above.
Example 6.3. Fix two manifolds with corners M and U . As we have seen in Example 2.38
a map s : M → U defines an interconnection map ν : (M id−→ M) → (U ×M → M) with
νtot(m) = (s(m),m). Consider µ : {∗} → SSub given by µ(∗) = (U ×M → M). Then
(µ, ν : (M
id−→M)→ (U ×M →M) = Π(µ)) is a network of open systems.
Example 6.4. Let X = {1, 2, 3} be a set with three elements, M,U two manifolds with
corners and s : M → U a smooth map. Consider a list τ : X → SSub of surjective
submersions defined by
τ(i) = (M × U →M)
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for i = 1, 2, 3. Let b = (M
id−→ M)3. We define a smooth map ψtot : M3 → (M × U)3 =
Π(τ)tot by
ψtot(m1,m2,m3) = ((m1, s(m2)), (m2, s(m1)), (m3, s(m2))).
Then ψ = (ψtot, idM3) : (M
id−→ M)3 → Π(τ)) is an interconnection map. Hence the pair
(τ : X → SSub, ψ : b = (M id−→M)3 → Π(τ)) is a network.
Note that since ψ is an interconnection map, it induces a linear map
ψ∗ : Crl(Π(τ))→ Crl((M id−→M)3) =X (M3)
(see Definition 2.36). Consequently any three open systems w1, w2, w3 ∈ Crl(M × U →M)
give rise to an open system w1 × w2 × w3 : (M × U)3 → TM3. Applying the map ψ∗ we
get v = ψ∗(w1×w2×w3), which is an element of X (M3). That is, v a vector field on M3.
It is not hard to see that
v(m1,m2,m3) = (w1(m1, s(m2)), w2(m2, s(m1)), w3(m3, s(m2)))
for all (m1,m2,m3) ∈ M3. Intuitively the dynamical system (M3, v) is made up of three
interacting (open) subsystems with the first driving the second, the second driving the first
and the third. It is in this sense that the network of open systems as defined above is
a pattern of interconnections of open systems. We can picture the relation between the
subsystems as a graph:
1 2 3
.
The arrow from node 1 to node 2 indicates that the first subsystem drives the second. The
two arrows coming out of node 2 indicate that the second subsystem drives the first and the
third. Thus our notion of a network of open systems refines the common idea of a network
as a directed graph.
Definition 6.5 (Maps between networks of open systems). A map from a network (X
τ−→
SSub, b
ψ−→ Π(τ)) of open systems to a network (Y µ−→ SSub, c ν−→ Π(µ) is a pair ((ϕ,Φ), f)
where (ϕ,Φ) : τ → µ is a morphism in (FinSet/SSub)⇐ and f : c → b is a morphism in
SSub so that the diagram
Π(µ) Π(τ)
c b
ν
OO
Π(ϕ,Φ)
//
ψ
OO
f
//
commutes in the category SSub of surjective submersions. That is, the diagram is a 2-
cell in the double category SSub with the source f and target Π(ϕ,Φ). Here as before
Π : (FinSet/SSub)⇐ → SSub is the product functor (Remark 2.51).
Example 6.6. Let (τ : {1, 2, 3} → SSub, ψ : (M → M)3 → Π(τ)) be the network of
Example 6.4 and (µ : {∗} → SSub, ν : (M → M) → Π(µ)) the network of Example 6.3.
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Define f : (M →M)→ (M →M)3 to be the diagonal map. Define the map of lists (ϕ,Φ) :
τ → µ in (FinSet/SSub)⇐ by setting ϕ(i) = ∗ for all i and defining Φi : µ(ϕ(i))→ τ(i) to be
the identity map for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. It is not hard to check that ((ϕ,Φ), f) : (τ, ψ)→ (µ, ν)
is a map of networks of open systems. It can be pictured as a map of graphs:
1 2 3*
ϕ
.
Note that given an open system w ∈ Crl(M × U → M), u = ν∗w is a vector field on M
and v = ψ∗(w ×w ×w) is a vector field on M3. It is easy to check directly that the vector
field u is f -related to the vector field v. In other words for any choice of an open system
w ∈ Crl(M × U →M) we get a map of continuous time dynamical systems
f : (M,ν∗w)→ (M3, ψ∗(w × w × w)).
Consequently for any choice of an open system w ∈ Crl(M × U → M) the vector field
v = ψ∗(w × w × w) on M3 has the diagonal f(M) ⊂ M3 as an invariant subsystem. The
fact that f is a map of dynamical systems is special case of Theorem 6.18 below.
Our definitions of networks of hybrid systems and maps of networks of hybrid systems
are analogous to the two definitions above.
Definition 6.7. A network of hybrid open systems is a pair (X
τ−→ HySSub, b ψ−→ Π(τ))
where τ is an element of (FinSet/HySSub)⇐ (Definition 2.41), i.e., a list of hybrid surjecive
submersions indexed by the finite set X, Π : (FinSet/HySSub)⇐ → HySSub is the product
functor (Remark 2.51), so that Π(τ) =
∏
x∈X τ(x), and ψ is an interconnection morphism
(Definition 5.6).
Definition 6.8 (Maps between networks of hybrid open systems). A map from a network
(X
τ−→ HySSub, b ψ−→ Π(τ)) of hybrid open systems to a network (Y µ−→ HySSub, c ν−→ Π(µ))
is a pair ((ϕ,Φ), f) where (ϕ,Φ) : τ → µ is a morphism in (FinSet/HySSub)⇐ and f : c→ b
is a morphism in HySSub so that the diagram
Π(µ) Π(τ)
c b
ν
OO
Π(ϕ,Φ)
//
ψ
OO
f
//
it commutes in HySSub of hybrid surjective submersions. That is, the diagram is a is a
2-cell in the double category HySSub with the source f and target Π(ϕ,Φ). Here as before
Π : (FinSet/HySSub)⇐ → HySSub is the product functor (Remark 2.51).
Example 6.9. Let a1, a2 be two hybrid phase spaces, a1×a2 pi1−→ ai, i = 1, 2 two associated
hybrid surjective submersions and ϕ : (a1×a2 id−→ a1×a2)→ (a1×a2 pi1−→ a1)×(a1×a2 pi2−→ a2)
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be the interconnection map as in Example 5.9. This data is a network of hybrid open systems
in the following sense.
The indexing set X is the two element set {1, 2}. The map τ : X → HySSub is given by
τ(i) = (a1 × a2 pii−→ i), i = 1, 2.
The hybrid submersion b is (a1 × a2 id−→ a1 × a2) and ψ is the interconnection map ϕ =
(ϕtot, id) is defined by setting ϕtot : (a1 × a2) → (a1 × a2)2 to be the diagonal map (recall
that the diagonal maps make sense in any category with finite products).
Example 6.10. This example is a hybrid analogue of Example 6.3. Let m,u be two hybrid
phase spaces and s : m → u a map of hybrid phase spaces. Define a map ν : (m id−→ m) →
(m × u pi1−→ m) of hybrid surjective submersions by setting νtot = (idm, s) and νst = idm.
Then ν is an interconnection map. Define µ : {∗} → HySSub by setting µ(∗) = (m×u→ m).
Then (µ, ν : (m
id−→ m)→ Π(µ)) is a network of hybrid open systems.
Example 6.11. This example is a hybrid analogue of Example 6.4.
Let X = {1, 2, 3} be a set with three elements, m,u two hybrid phase spaces and s :
m→ u a map of hybrid phase spaces. Consider a list τ : X → HySSub of hybrid surjective
submersions defined by
τ(i) = (m× u→ m)
for i = 1, 2, 3. Then Π(τ) = (m × u → m)3 = (m3 × u3 → m3). Let b = (m id−→
m)3. We define an interconnection map ψ : b → Π(τ) by making use of the functor
Π : ((FinSet/HyPh)⇐)op → HyPh (see Remark 2.51 and Example 2.52).
Namely consider the map ϕ : {1, 2, 3} → {1, 2, 3} which is defined by
ϕ(1) = 2, ϕ(2) = 1, ϕ(3) = 2.
Define α, β : {1, 2, 3} → HyPh by setting
α(i) = u, β(j) = m for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Define (ϕ,Φ) : α → β in (FinSet/HyPh)⇐ by setting Φi : β(ϕ(i)) → α(i) be the map
s : m→ u for all i. Now define ψtot : m3 = btot → Π(τ)tot = m3 × u3 by setting
ψtot = (idm3 ,Π(ϕ,Φ)).
Then ψ is an interconnection map of hybrid surjective submersions and (τ : {1, 2, 3} →
HySSub, ψ : b = (m
id−→ m)3 → Π(τ)) is a network of hybrid open systems. Note that the
map U(ψtot) : U(m)3 → U(m)3 × U(u)3 of manifolds with corners is given by
(x1, x2, x3) 7→ (x1, x2, x3, s(x2), s(x1), s(x3)).
This follows from Corollary 4.12 and Example 2.52.
Example 6.12. This example is the hybrid analogue of Example 6.6.
Let (µ, ν : (m
id−→ m) → Π(µ)) be the network of hybrid open systems of Example 6.10.
Let (τ : {1, 2, 3} → HySSub, ψ : b = (m id−→ m)3 → Π(τ)) be the network of hybrid open
systems of Example 6.11. Define f : (m → m) → (m → m)3 to be the diagonal map.
Define the map of lists (ϕ,Φ) : τ → µ in (FinSet/HySSub)⇐ by setting ϕ(i) = ∗ for all i and
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defining Φi : µ(ϕ(i))→ τ(i) to be the identity map for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The pair ((ϕ,Φ), f)
is a map of networks of hybrid open systems from (τ, ψ) to (µ, ν). This map of networks
can also be pictured as a map of directed graphs
1 2 3*
ϕ
.
Note that now we have hybrid phase spaces attached to the nodes of the graphs.
To state the main result of [L2] and then to state and prove its generalization to networks
of hybrid open systems we need to recall a few facts from [L2]. Note first that the direct
sum is not a coproduct in the category RelVect of vector spaces and linear relations. None
the less, an analogue of Remark 2.48 holds.
Proposition 6.13. The assignment
(FinSet/RelVect) 3 τ 7→ (τ) := ⊕a∈Xτ(a) ∈ RelVect
extends to a lax functor
 : ((FinSet/RelVect)⇐)op → RelVect.
Proof. Given a 2-commuting triangle
X Y
RelVect
τ :
::
::
:
ϕ //
µ

Φrz nnnnnn
we set
(ϕ,Φ) :=
⋂
a∈X
(piϕ(a) × pia)−1(Φa), (6.14)
where the relations Φa : µ(ϕ(a)) → τ(a) are the component relations of the natural trans-
formation Φ : µ ◦ ϕ⇒ τ and
piϕ(a) × pia : ⊕y∈Y µ(y)×⊕x∈Xτ(x)→ µ(ϕ((a))× µ(τ(a))
are the projections. It remains to show that  is actually a functor. We refer the reader
to the proof of [L2, Proposition 5.8] for such an argument. Note that [L2] unconventionally
views a linear relation Φa : µ(ϕ(a)) → τ(a) as a subspace of τ(a) × µ(ϕ(a)) and not of
µ(ϕ((a))× µ(τ(a)). 
Next we recall that the control functor Crl : SSub → RelVect is monoidal, where the
monoidal structure on the category SSub is the categorical product and on RelVect is the
direct sum. In particular, for any two surjective submersions a, b we have a linear map
Crla,b : Crl(a)⊕ Crl(b)→ Crl(a× b)
which is given by
Crla,b(F,G) := F ×G
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for all (F,G) ∈ Crl(a) ⊕ Crl(b). It follows that for any ordered list a : {1, . . . , n} → SSub
of submersions we have a canonical linear map
Crla :
n⊕
i=1
Crl(a(i))→ Crl(
n∏
i=1
a(i)).
It is given by
(ψ1, . . . , ψn) 7→ ψ1 × · · · × ψn. (6.15)
Lemma 6.16. For any unordered list τ : X → SSub we have a canonical linear map
Crlτ :
⊕
x∈X
Crl(τ(x))→ Crl(
∏
x∈X
τ(x)) (6.17)
so that if X = {1, . . . , n} then Crlτ is given by (6.15).
Proof. See [L2, Lemma 5.15]. 
We can now state the main result of [L2].
Theorem 6.18. A map
((ϕ,Φ), f) : (τ : X → SSub, ψ : b→ Π(τ))→ (µ : Y → SSub, ν : c→ Π(µ))
of networks of open systems gives rise to a 2-cell⊕
y∈Y Crl(µ(y))
⊕
x∈X Crl(τ(x))
Crl(c) Crl(b)
ν∗◦Crlµ

(ϕ,Crl◦Φ)
//

ψ∗◦Crlτ
Crl(f)
//

in the double category RelVect of vector spaces, linear maps and linear relations. (The
functor  is defined in Proposition 6.13, the maps Crlµ,Crlτ come from Lemma 6.16, and
the pullback maps ν∗, ψ∗ are from Definition 2.36.)
We are now in position to state and prove the main result of the paper
Theorem 6.19 (Main theorem). A map
(
(ϕ,Φ), f
)
: (τ : X → HySSub, ψ : b → Π(τ)) →
(µ : Y → HySSub, ν : c→ Π(µ)) of networks of open systems gives rise to a 2-cell
⊕y∈Y Crl((U(µ(y))) ⊕x∈XCrl(U(τ(x)))
Crl(U(c)) Crl(U(b))
(U(ν))∗◦CrlU◦µ

(ϕ,Crl◦U◦Φ))
//
(U(ψ))∗◦CrlU◦τ

Crl(U(f))
//

in the double category RelVect of vector spaces, linear maps and relations. (The functor
 is defined in Proposition 6.13, the maps CrlU◦µ,CrlU◦τ come from Lemma 6.16, and the
pullback maps (U(ν)∗,U(ψ)∗ are from Definition 2.36.)
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Remark 6.20. Theorem 6.19 asserts that for any choice {wx ∈ Crl(U(τ(x)))}x∈X , {uy ∈
Crl(U(µ(y)))}y∈Y of open systems so that the open system uϕ(x) is U(Φx)-related to the
open system wx for all x ∈ X we get a map
f : (c, (U(ν)∗ ◦ CrlU◦µ)((uy)y∈Y ))→ (b, (U(ψ)∗ ◦ CrlU◦τ )((wx)x∈X))
of hybrid open systems. In other words, compatible patterns of interconnection of hybrid
open systems give rise to maps of hybrid open systems. In the case where the two intercon-
nections result in closed systems, the map f a map of hybrid dynamical systems.
Proof of Theorem 6.19. We apply the product-preserving functor U : HySSub → SSub to
the data of the theorem. Namely, by applying the functor U to the 2-commuting triangle
X Y
HySSub
τ :
::
::
ϕ //
µ

Φ
rz nnnnnn
we get
X Y
SSub
U◦τ :
::
::
:
ϕ //
U◦µ

U◦Φ
rz nnnnnn
. (6.21)
Applying U to the 2-cell in the double category HySSub
Π(µ) Π(τ)
c b
ν
OO
Π(ϕ,Φ)
//
ψ
OO
f
//
KS
,
which is a commuting diagram in HySSub, we get a commuting diagram
Π(U ◦ µ) Π(U ◦ τ)
U(c) U(b)
U(ν)
OO
U(Π(ϕ,Φ))
//
U(ψ)
OO
U(f)
//
(6.22)
is SSub. Recall that a map of hybrid surjective submersions is an interconnection map if and
only if its image under U is an interconnection map between the corresponding surjective
submersions. It follows that (6.22) is a 2-cell in the double category SSub.
Since U is product preserving we may assume that that U(Π(τ)) = Π(U◦τ) and similarly
for µ. Similary, since Π(ϕ,U◦Φ) : Π(U◦µ)→ Π(U◦τ) is defined by the universal properties,
Π(ϕ,U ◦ Φ) = U(Π(ϕ,Φ))
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once we identify U(Π(τ)) with Π(U ◦ τ) and U(Π(µ)) with Π(U ◦ µ)). After these identifi-
cations the 2-cell (6.22) is
Π(U ◦ µ) Π(U ◦ τ)
U(c) U(b)
U(ν)
OO
Π(ϕ,U◦Φ))
//
U(ψ)
OO
U(f)
//
KS
(6.23)
The diagrams (6.21) and (6.23) together define a map
((ϕ,U◦Φ),U(f)) : (X U◦τ−−→ SSub,U(b) U(ψ)−−−→ Π(U◦τ))→ (Y U◦µ−−→ SSub,U(c) U(ν)−−−→ Π(U◦µ)))
of networks of open systems. By Theorem 6.18 we have the 2-cell
⊕y∈Y Crl((U(µ(y))) ⊕x∈XCrl(U(τ(x)))
Crl(U(c)) Crl(U(b))
(U(ν))∗◦CrlU◦µ

(ϕ,Crl◦U◦Φ))
//
(U(ψ))∗◦CrlU◦τ

Crl(U(f))
//

in the double category RelVect which is what we wanted to prove. 
Appendix A. Manifolds with corners
We recall the definition of a manifold with corners which is fairly standard (see, for
example, [Mi]).
Definition A.1 (Manifold with corners). Let V be an arbitrary subset of Rn. A map
ϕ : V → Rm is smooth if for every point p of V there exist an open subset Ω in Rn
containing p and a smooth map from Ω to Rm whose restriction to Ω ∩ V coincides with
ϕ|Ω∩V , i.e., ϕ extends locally to a smooth map in the conventional sense. A map ϕ from
the set V to a subset of Rm is smooth if it is smooth as a map from V to Rm. A map ϕ
from a subset V of Rn to a subset W of Rm is a diffeomorphism if ϕ is a bijection and both
ϕ and its inverse ϕ−1 : W → V are smooth.
A sector is the space [0,∞)k×Rn−k where n is a non-negative integer and k is an integer
between 0 and n. We equip the sector with the topology inherited from its inclusion in Rn.
Let X be a Hausdorff paracompact topological space. A chart on an open subset U of X
is a homeomorphism ϕ from U to an open subset V of a sector. Charts ϕ : U → V and
ϕ′ : U ′ → V ′ are compatible if ϕ′ ◦ϕ−1 is a diffeomorphism from ϕ(U ∩U ′) to ϕ′(U ∩U ′). An
atlas on a Hausdorff paracompact topological space X is a set of pairwise compatible charts
whose domains cover X. Two atlases are equivalent if their union is an atlas. A manifold
with corners is a Hausdorff paracompact topological space equipped with an equivalence
class of atlases.
There are many incompatible notions of smooth maps between manifolds with corners.
We use the following definition.
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Definition A.2 (Smooth map). Let M and M ′ be manifolds with corners. A map h :
M →M ′ is smooth if for every point p in M there exists an open neighbourhood U of p in
M and an open neighborhood U ′ of h(p) in M ′ and charts ϕ : U → V and ϕ′ : U ′ → V ′ of
M and M ′ respectively such that h(U) ⊂ U ′ and such that ϕ′ ◦ h ◦ϕ−1 : V → V ′ is smooth
in the sense of Definition A.1.
Notation A.3 (The category Man of manifolds with corners). Manifolds with corners and
smooth maps between them form an evident category. We denote it by Man.
Definition A.4. The tangent space TxM of a manifold with corners M at a point x ∈ M
is the space of R-valued derivations at x of germs at x of smooth functions defined near x.
Thus, the tangent space at a point x of a manifold with corners M is a vector space even
if the point x is in the topological boundary of M . Similarly the tangent bundle TM of a
manifold with corners M is a vector bundle over M . The total spaces of TM is a manifold
with corners and the canonical projection pi : TM →M is smooth (c.f. [Mi, p. 19]).
Definition A.5. A vector field X on a manifold with corners M is a section of its tangent
bundle TM →M . An integral curve of a vector field X is a smooth map x : I →M where
I ⊂ R is an interval, which may be open or closed, bounded or unbounded. We require that
d
dt
x = X(x(t))
for all t ∈ I.
Notation A.6. We denote the vector space of vector fields on a manifold with corners M
by X (M).
Appendix B. A traditional definition of a hybrid dynamical system
There is a variety of definitions of hybrid dynamical systems in literature. In this ap-
pendix we choose to present the definition that generalizes the notion of a continuos time
dynamical system. Other definitions, for example, generalize labelled transition systems.
All of these definitions involve the notion of a directed graph, which we presently recall to
fix our notation.
Definition B.1. For the purposes of this paper a graph A is a directed multigraph. Thus A
is a pair of collections A0 (nodes, vertices) and A1 (arrows, edges) together with two maps
s, t : A1 → A0 (source and target). We do not require that A1, A0 are sets in the sense of
ZFC.
We depict an arrow γ ∈ A1 with the source a and target b as a γ−→ b. We write A =
{A1 ⇒ A0} to remind ourselves that our graph A consists of two collections and two maps.
Remark B.2. Every category has an underlying graph: forget the composition of mor-
phisms. The the collections of objects and morphisms in a given category may be too big
to be sets of ZFC. Consequently the collections of vertices and edges in the corresponding
underlying graph are also too big to be sets. This causes no problems.
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The following definition of a hybrid dynamical system is a slight variant of [SJLS, Def-
inition 2.1]). Note that in [SJLS] what we call manifolds with corners are called domains.
Since in mathematics and computer science literature the word “domain” has other mean-
ings we prefer not to use this term. Another name in hybrid literature for a “domains” is
an invariant. But in mathematics “invariant” has too many other meanings (e.g., invariant
submanifolds, invariant functions, invariant vectors etc.) so we prefer not to use this term
either.
Definition B.3 (Hybrid dynamical system). A hybrid dynamical system (HDS) consists of
(1) A graph A = {A1 ⇒ A0};
(2) For each node x ∈ A0 a dynamical system (Rx, Xx) where Xx is a vector field on
the manifolds with corners Rx
(3) For each arrow x
γ−→ y of A a reset relation Rγ : Rx → Ry (i.e., Rγ is a subset of
the product Rx ×Ry).
Thus a hybrid dynamical system is a tuple (A = {A1 ⇒ A0}, {(Rx, Xx)}x∈A0 , {Rγ}γ∈A1)).
Remark B.4. A common variant of the definition of the hybrid dynamical system insists
that the relations Rγ are partial maps whose domains are smooth submanifolds and the
partial maps themselves are smooth.
Example B.5 (A room with a heater and a thermostat). Imagine a one room house in
winter. The room has a heater and a thermostat. For convenience we choose the units of
temperature so that the comfort range in the room falls between 0 and 1 (say 0 = 18◦C and
1 = 20◦C). Suppose the room starts at the temperature x = 1 and cools down to x = 0.
Assume that the evolution of temperature is governed by the equation x˙ = −1. Once
the temperature drops down to 0 the thermostat turns on the heater and the temperature
evolution is now governed by x˙ = 1. The dynamical system we have just described is one
of the simplest examples of a hybrid dynamical system. Formally the system consists of
the disjoint union of two manifolds with boundary Mon = Moff = [0, 1] with a vector field
X on M = Mon unionsqMoff defined by X|Moff = − ddx and X|Mon = ddx . Additionally we have
two partial functions (see Notation 2.1): f : Moff → Mon which takes 0 ∈ Moff to 0 ∈ Mon
and g : Mon → Moff which takes 1 ∈ Mon to 1 ∈ Moff . The labelled directed graph
• •Mon Moff
g
))
f
ii may be useful for picturing the system and its discrete dynamics.
Example B.6 (Two rooms with heaters and thermostats). Now imagine that we have a
two room house with two heaters and two thermostats. The dynamics now becomes more
complicated since each heater is controlled by its own thermostat and the thermostats need
not be in sync. For example, room one may reach 0 first. Then its heater will turn on.
Once the first room heats up to temperature 1, heater 1 will be turned off. By this time
the second room may or may not be at 0. If the second room is above zero, it will continue
to cool. Since its temperature is lower than that of the first room it may reach 0 before
the temperature in the first room does. Then its heater will be turned on and so on.
Many other scenarios are also possilbe. To describe all the possible dynamics of this system
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quantitatively we will need to consider the product
(M1on unionsqM1off)× (M2on unionsqM2off) =
⊔
α,β∈{on,off}
M1α ×M2β
On each product M1α ×M2β = [0, 1]2 (which is a manifold with corners, see Appendix A)
we would have a vector field Xα,β. If the two rooms are completely thermally isolated from
each other then each Xα,β is a product of vector fields on the corresponding factors (M
1
α
and M2β). If there is a heat exchange between the rooms the vector fields Xα,β would have
to be more complicated (recall that a vector field on the product of two manifolds is rarely
a product of vector fields on the factors). We will also have 12 partial maps between the
various products M1α ×M2β . For example we have a map
f1 × idM2on : M1on ×M2on →M1off ×M2on
defined on {1} × [0, 1) ⊂ M1on ×M2on. It models the fact that when the temperature in
room 1 reaches 1 and the temperature in room 2 is below 1, the heater in room 1 turns off
while the heater in room 2 keeps going. The domain and ranges of the partial maps can be
pictured by the following graph:
M
(1)
on ×M (2)on M (1)on ×M (2)off
M
(1)
off ×M (2)on M (1)off ×M (2)off
•
• •
•
LL

;;
{{ ,,ll
,,

ll

LL[[
(B.7)
We end the appendix with a fairly standard definition of an execution of a hybrid dynamical
system. Executions are hybrid analogues of integral curves of vector fields.
Definition B.8 (An execution with jump times indexed by the natural numbers N).
Let H = (A = {A1 ⇒ A0}, {(Rx, Xx)}x∈A0 , {Rγ}γ∈A1)) be a hybrid dynamical system. An
execution of H is
(1) an nondecreasing sequence {ti}i≥0 of real numbers
(2) a function ϕ0 : N→ A0;
(3) a function ϕ1 : N → A1 compatible with ϕ0: we require that s(ϕ1(i)) = ϕ0(i) and
t(ϕ1(i)) = ϕ0(i+ 1) (where as before s, t : A1 → A0 are the source and target maps,
respectively);
(4) an integral curve σi : [ti−1, ti]→ Rϕ0(i) of Xϕ0(i) (with t−1 being some number less
than t0);
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(5) the terminal end point of σi and the initial end point of σi+1 are related by the reset
relation Rϕ1(i):
(σi(ti), σi+1(ti)) ∈ Rϕ1(i).
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